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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data is valuable. One way of leveraging the value of data is to provide decision support by means of Digital Twins – that is, digital virtual representation of plants of or assets. To build and maintain  Digital Twins requires managing complex and interlinked information in an efficient and secure way. Conventional ways of managing data, i.e. to keep it in numerous tables in databases, struggle to meet the requirements of Digital Twins. This presentation begins by introducing what is meaningful data, points to some of the current limitations of present technologies, then disuss some alternatives, and finally gives an introduction of present work going on in the READI JIP, including IEC/ISO standards, that aims at producing an industry-wide solutions.The solutions being worked on builds on the work behind providing us with the World Wide Web=>



In March 1989, Tim Berners-Lee laid out his 
vision for what would become the Web, in a 
document called “Information Management: A 
Proposal”.

Believe it or not, Tim’s initial proposal was not 
immediately accepted. 
In fact, his boss at the time noted the words: 
“Vague but exciting” on the cover.

As we all now know, the Web is no longer 
"vague", but still very much "exciting".

What is less known, is that Tim also expressed 
visions on 'Linked information systems' – a vision 
which is now gaining momentum in the O&G 
industry.
Yet, to many it is still only: “Vague but exciting”. 

Some history
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Presentation Notes
The complexity of the Web has may similarities to the complexity of Digital Twins. Vast amounts of data that only becomes valuable or meaningful – when its links and relations are available; when the data is contextualized. Individual data elements are of limited value. Tim Berners-Lee understood this was a problem for the large amounts of data that that CERN was producing, so he developed the foundation for the WWW.Data is at the elementary level usually represented by means of a symbol, or a symbol of symbols. This could for instance be a word, or it could be a number=>

http://info.cern.ch/Proposal.html


A single element of data is not meaningful

160

No reasoning is possible
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Here is a data element. It is not very meaningful on its own. To a computer it is even less meaningful because the computer needs to know what kind of codification is this. We know – or assume -  this is hundred-and-sixty, decimal format, but it could as well be in base16, more common for computers, in which case the value would be threehundred-and-fiftytwo. The point is that a singular data element has little meaning on it's own.To get meaning we must add context, and the conventional way to do this is by adding descriptors =>



When context is added, meaning increases

160

Range[Bar]TAG #

PT/TT-
003

Limited processing only, 
such as syntax and range 

validity checking

Minimum meaning for 
humans to do

Process Engineering
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The conventional way of providing contextual information is by putting the data elements into a tabular format, and name the respective collumns. A tabular format also allows showing when individual data elements directly relate to each other 1 to 1. What can now be deduced is that 160 is the value in Bar of the property 'Range' of the thing tagged PT/TT-003. This level of information is just barely enough for a process engineer to begin specifying instrumentation of a process. A computer can do very little on this data.Typically, in a real world situation, we would begin our engineering at this level, and proceed to add more context as we go. When context is added, meaning increases =>



When more context is added, meaning increases 
further

160

RangeTAG #

PT/TT-
003

Limited processing only, 
such as property value 

validity checking

Rating Accuracy Material

240 0.025 SS316Just enough meaning for 
representing a ‘thing’ 
during live operation

Measures Document

83.55 DS-003
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At this level of information there is just enough meaning to support a rudimentary Digital Twin, but it is still far away from the information richness that is needed to support a fully fledged Digital Twin. As an example there is not sufficient data for a computer to 'know' what is the flow of the fluid of which it is measuring the temperature and pressure, and therefore this kind of reasoning is out of reach. Such data connections are often not known at the early engineering phases, but needs to be allowed to be added as engineering proceeds. The tabular format, as it is usually implemented by means of Relational Databases, does not lend itself to such flexibility.A question to ask at this stage; is this scalable? =>



For every new property, a column/field must be 
added

160

RangeTAG #

PT/TT-
003

Rating Accuracy Material

240 0.025 SS316

Measures Document

83.55 DS-003

SCALABLE?

Adding 
unforeseen 
property types 
requires changing 
the system 
configuration
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As the design progresses and more context is needed – more properties is added -  the table needs to be extended. But the way it is implemented, by means of databases with strictly controlled schemas for their structure, such change is painful - if at all possible.An other kind of data that serves to increase meaning is relations or links between data elements. This is usually contained as links between different tables – hence the term Relational Databases =>



Adding relations further increases the context and 
meaning

Some level of reasoning is 
possible, such as checking 

inherited requirements

Just enough meaning 
for basic Digital Twin 

representation
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Presentation Notes
By including relations or links between different sets of data it becomes possible to infer information not explicitly stated, i.e. perform some level of reasoning. In the example shown, the Digital Twin visualisation would 'know' that the pressure/temperature measurement is related to the fluid through the Choke-003. At engineering stage the system could 'know' that the Rating of the PT/TT-003 should inherit its value from the Rating of the Choke-003. The complexity of a real system is much higher than this – and it must be allowed to evolve. So more relations/links need to be added =>



Holding many relations as links between tables 
increases complexity

Reasoning requires 
complexity in SW

NOT 
SCALABLE

Approaching the level of 
meaning for a full Digital 

Twin representation

NOT 
SCALABLE
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Neither conventional engineering information systems, nor conventional operation information systems are designed for this level of increasing/evolving contextual information. To allow this level of change on a conventional system would threaten integrity and stability. For the purpose of allowing data-centric engineering, and ultimately for supporting a Digital Twin, this way of modelling data is not scalable. One ambition of a Digital Twin is to build rich context to support informed decision making. One ambition of data-centric engineering is to automate requirements verification and consistency checking. Both these ambitions would require complex and bespoke software solutions that would depend on the structure (schema) of the underlying information system. Instead there needs to be an open data model.The concept of Digital Twin, as well as that of data-centric engineering, requires a step change in how we model the data – the digital asset information model. It also means that documents are no longer the primary source of data, but rather a 'print-out' from the data model => 



 The data model is the fundamental source of truth through the life cycle
• Begins as requirements input to the design and grows in details until delivery
• Is continuously updated during operation and until decommissioning
• Data-centric design means documents are results of data, and are no longer sources of data



The (IT) technology must enable such continuous information growth
• Adding data values e.g. Range= 0-160 barg
• Adding new properties e.g. CO2 footprint= 60 kg
• Adding new relations e.g. is_retrieved_with FCM
• Adding new classifications e.g. is_subclass_of: Pipeline equipment

A Digital Twin data model will grow in both contents 
and structure
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When discussing data modelling going forward it is fundamental to understand the concept of Digital Twin, as well as how it will be 'authored', i.e. data-centric engineering. There is widespread confusion around the term Digital Twin, mostly because its name is used for everything ranging from a simple visualisation of engineering data – to a fully fledged virtual representation enabling an accurate simulation of the asset it represents. On this spectrum, if the ambition is only a simple visualizer, using conventional means (i.e. document-centric data) may suffice. Similarly, if there are little ambitions for automating engineering, document-centric may suffice. But it is likely that the need for cost saving during engineering, as well as the need for efficiency gains during operation, will increase going forward.A 'closed' data modelling solution – which is the conventional solution – is not fit for purpose to support the emerging customer demands, and will not allow step-change reduction in engineering- and quality cost =>



Today’s conventional systems and solutions are not scalable, nor portable 

Digital Twin data modelling requires a scalable 
technology  

CLOSED 
SYSTEM
i.e. does not 
easily scale

Context is today coded/configured into the information system itself
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The EPCI value chain typically is as follows: design basis and technical requirements are received at the beginning in the form of documents-> value is added by main contractor and a number of sub-suppliers and partners and more documents are created-> design documentation is handed over with the asset delivery. This is changing; hand-over of design documentation will increasingly be required in the form of an asset information model. Therefore we must develop this capability, and therefore the asset information model must be 'portable', i.e. in an open format that transfers from contractor's system to customer's system without information loss. The underlying technology is available for such a solution exists, and there are intermediate solutions already on the market =>



• A contextualization layer needs 
to be built for each time/project

• The process is manual, or can 
be semi-automatic if tagging is 
informative and consistent

• Pro: The underlying 
data/structure does not need to 
be changed

• Pro: Consumers of meaningful 
data relate to common APIs

• Con: The resulting data model 
is proprietary and not portable

• Con: Must be tailored to the 
underlying data/system

• Con: Does not scale well

Adding contextualization as a new layer is a short-term fix

CONTEXTUALIZATION

Consumers of contextualized data

API
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An intermediate solution to the challenge of contextualization needed to support a Digital Twin is to introduce a contextualization layer. As an incremental, low risk solution it has significant benefits, but the scalability is limited, and it does little to support a data-centric way of working. Also it does not fully answer the need for portability.To enable portability, scalability, and enable automated reasoning the data needs to be modelled in a fundamentally different way – different form conventional tables and databases =>



PT/TT-003 is_of_class P/T Sensor
PT/TT-003  has_rating 240 barg
PT/TT-003 is_part_of Choke-003
Choke-003 is_subclass_of Valves
Choke-003 is_connected_to XT-01A

Modelling in a reasoning-enabled, scalable and portable 
format - a sustainable solution

Data / context / meaning can be given for 
several aspects of the ‘thing’:

• Physical/product, e.g. it is a Valve
• Location, e.g. in a type of Area or Position
• Functional, e.g. Flow control
• Type, e.g. is Model FTI-314A

Data is openly scalable in scope and aspects

etc

Liberate the data from
proprietary constraints

Semantic format
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To get away form the constraints of conventional systems requires moving from the world of 'individual data elements' to the world of semantic data elements – said in other words: from symbol based, to sentence based. In the semantic world each data element is a sentence, and it contains it's own context. Tables with collumn names are no more needed; the collumn constraint is gone. The sentence also contains it's own relation; the relational database constraint is gone. Data is openly scalable in both scope and aspects. With so few constraints, a relevant structure needs to be agreed – i.e. standards. The ISO 81346 is adopted across industries, and provides high level guidance on how an asset-, plant- or facility- data should be modelled =>



Modelling – a deeper dive into the formalism

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a deeper dive into what is modelling of asset information data, using semantic technology and adhering to the ISO 81346 standard. It is beyond this presentation to give a full explanation, but it gives an indication of the types of relations and dimensional aspects that may be applicable for a plant object, such as a choke valve.



 Aspect 

 How the system is viewed

 Structure

 How system elements are 
related

 (part-of relations)

 Classification 

 What kind of system 
elements

 (type-of relations)

A common standardized structure – ISO/IEC 81346
The Reference Designation System (RDS)
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The ISO81346 provides conceptual guidance on how to build an asset data model. The main things to understand is: the concept of 'Aspects', the concept of relational 'Structure', and the concept of [inheriting from] 'Classes'.A large part of the value enabled by building a semantic data model is that it enables automated reasoning – it allows the computer to do much more of the heavy lifting =>



What is reasoning?

Reasoning is the use of logic to acquire 
knowledge that is implicit in the data:
• Infer logical consequences from a 

set of asserted facts
• Discover new relationships in the 

data, not explicitly stated
• Identify breaches in integrity of the 

set of facts, rules, and relationships

Example: Reasoning that detects a 
discrepancy between Requirements 
and Design in the data for CV-003

Requirements rules

Product data

CV-003

SUBJECT PREDICATE OBJECT
Pipeline eq is_subclass_of Mechanical 

eq
Valves is_subclass_of Pipeline eq
Chokes is_subclass_of Valves
Type X is_subclass_of Chokes
Type X wetted_material Nace
Type X flange_type ANSI flange
Type X mounting_var Retrievable

Mechanical equipment

Pipeline equipment

Valves

Chokes

Type X

SUBJECT PREDICATE OBJECT
CV-003 is_type_of Type X
CV-003 has_weight_kg 800
CV-003 wetted_service Sour
CV-003 connection_var Flanged
CV-003 in_location Subsea
CV-003 has_weight_cert N/A

The choke CV-003 inherits the Data 
of the Type to which it refers, and 
the Requirements of the Classes to 
which it belongs

Note: for readability syntax is as far as possible in plain English

> SCOPE
> CONDITION
> DEMAND
> Mechanical equipment
> Weighing 1000kg or more
> Shall have Weight cert.

> Pipeline equipment
> With Sour Service fluids
> Shall have NACE material

> Valves
> With flanged connections
> Shall use flange type CFC

> Chokes
> In subsea location
> Shall be remote retrievable

'CV-003' is of 'Type X', which belongs to class 'Chokes', which 
again belongs to class 'Valves', which has a requirement that 
condition of having flanged connections, demands that shall use 
flange type CFC - but 'CV-003' does have flanged connections 
and the 'Type X' product used has flange type ANSI

Design data

The story is about 
this actual subsea 
choke
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Reasoning in this context is what the computer performs on the model data -  using logic to acquire knowledge that is implicit in the data:Infer logical consequences from a set of asserted factsDiscover new relationships in the data, not explicitly statedIdentify breaches in integrity of the set of facts, rules, and relationshipsHere is shown one example, where reasoning is employed to check the Design of one specific choke towards the Requirements that are provided. Automating requirements checking like this would reduce cost of engineering dramatically, and it would reduce quality issues/ quality cost significantly.



• To achieve a scalable, reasoning-enabled format, the context of the data
is included as an inherent part of the data element

• This allows any computer to traverse the data and perform reasoning, 
needing no proprietary database structures – it is implementation independent

• A Digital Twin formulated such will enable full interoperability across platforms

• AI will not be limited by having to build on context hidden in volumes of raw 
data; reasoning-enabled data dramatically increases its power

The power of reasoning-enabled 
data

Choke-003 is_subclass_of Valves
Design Model Reasoning

> Conformance to Design Basis
> Compliance with formal Requirements
> Self-consistency check of Design
> Management of Operational constraints
> Integrity of changes/modifications 
> Full context information for data points

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some main points so far. The subject of AI really deserves a full presentation on its own. What is presently described as AI in our industry is in fact ML – machine learning. ML needs massive amounts of data to train on and learn from. But because of its 'black box intelligence' it is not well suited for supporting critical decisions. Reasoning AI, on the other hand can utilize logic leveraging the data model. To fully discuss the possibilities of using AI lies beyond this presentation.In this presentation are only showed a few very primitive examples of automated reasoning =>



Subject Predicate Object

PT/TT 003 Is of class PT/TT Sensor

PT/TT 003 has max op. temp 120C

PT/TT 003 has body material SS316

Scope Condition Demand

PT/TT Sensors Op.temp.> 60C Shall be Titanium

Reasoning: Requirements data vs. Design data

Requirements on a digital format (SCD) Design on a digital format (RDF triples)

Note: wording has been simplified for educational purpose – this is not formal semantic syntax

R

compliance

Reasoning to identify non-compliance between material requirement and material as designed
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Here is shown how reasoning “understands” that when the ‘PT/TT 003’ belongs to the class ‘PT/TT Sensor’ it also inherits the requirements given for that class. To ensure a common language is used to describe the design, the ISO15926 is being extended with the required vocabulary =>



 Is exended to support direct semantics
• Classes, e.g. ‘Valve’
• Object properties, e.g. ‘partOf’
• Data properties, e.g. ‘massInKilograms’

 Is being incorporated as ISO/IEC15926-
part 14

A common standardized vocabulary – ISO 15926
The Reference Data Library (RDL)
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Presentation Notes
This standard can be taught of as similar to the dictionary and grammar that we need for spoken languages, also providing the overarching structure for how things should be categorized. The revised standard with the new Part 14 is likely to be published in 2020.The asset information model as such has a number of similarities to the contents of the Web; it comprises a large amount of linked or related data that needs to be formulated and accessible in a standardized way. The web is built on well proven technologies and functionalities that is also enables global access to unique resources, such as those contained in ISO15926 =>



The opportunity of web technologies
Leveraging what the Web and Internet provides:
• One, unique source of definitions and terms
• Standardized and trustworthy access
• International governance
• Established and proven technology

Example: https://www.bbc.com/ will take you to the web 
document placed there by BBC.

Whereas:
http://w3id.org/readi/z018-requirements/Z-
018_scdPI_NOZTI_P0020_NOZTI_19
will take you to a set of requirements for a given type of 
Pressure Transmitter, as per the Z-018 standard, placed 
there by READI.

Example ontology from Medicine
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To reiterate the opening of this presentation the complexity of the Web has may similarities to the complexity of Digital Twins. A vast amount of data that only becomes valuable or meaningful – when its links and relations are available; when the data is contextualized. Individual data elements are of limited value. Tim Berners-Lee understood this was a problem for the large amounts of data that that CERN was producing, so he developed the foundation for the WWW. Today this is a mature technology. Other disciplines, such as medicine and biology are already well established on the semantic web, with reference data that enable a unified way of managing complex semantic data models.Just like Tim Berners-Lee had a vison for how to make research data more powerful, the effort to make reasoning and semantic data available to the O&G industry is also driven by a vision =>

https://www.bbc.com/
http://w3id.org/readi/z018-requirements/Z-018_scdPI_NOZTI_P0020_NOZTI_19


Automated reasoning can dramatically reduce
cost & time

Document-centric regime

Semantic data-centric regime
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This is the original vision, and it is still very much valid. Similar visions have existed before, but efforts to make it real have largely failed. Timing is important, and previous attempts have probably been ahead of their time. The present availability of semantic languages and technologies, coupled with the availability of powerful computing and data storage and processing, coupled with the readiness of the industry to change – indicates that the timing now is right.Over the last 50 years huge advances have been made as regards data processing. Together with the advances made, it has been possible to create more and more value from data =>



Scalable & portable data, the next step in asset modelling

Basic Asset 
Information

Contextualized 
Live Data

Data-centric
Digital Twins

Autonomous
Digital Twins

COST OF ENGINEERING

DIGITAL TWIN  INFORMATION VALUE

USE: HIERARCHICAL RECORD DATA LINKED TABLE DATA WEB & BIG DATA SEMANTIC  DATA INTEROPERABLE ASSET DATA

RDF Triple Store : scalable & portable data

1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

Hierarchical databases  / tree structured data

Relational databases : highly structured data

Multi-model databases : high volume & variety data

Graph databases : high complexity data 
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This shows a birds view of the development of database technologies – and indicate how the effect is on the cost of engineering as well as the information value from Digital Twin solutions or from their predecessors. Just like the arrival of the Relational Database was a step change in its time, the graph or triple store database is likely to mean a step change for value of data. The purpose of this illustration is to point out the timing of important changes. The scale of the bar graphs and the curve is just an indication, not factual.To work towards this vision, beginning with the digitalization of Requirements, the Joint Industry Project READI was formed. It is joined by a wide range of E&P companies, as well as many of the major actors in the supplier industry =>



• Joint industry effort driven by the 
need for reducing cost and 
improving quality

• First target is to digitalize the 
processing of Requirements

• Achieve a standard structure, 
vocabulary and language for 
contextualized data

• Accommodate the need of Digital 
Twin market for a scalable and 
interoperable data model

Joint Industry Project  READI
Administred by DNV GL
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The JIP is in phase 2 and is seeking to extend internationally as well as invite a wider participation, including software/engineering tools/ Digital Twin suppliers.READI develops a methodology, a framework, and an information model, including the necessary updates of international standards =>



READI framework and information model
Comments:

• ISO 15926-14 gives upper vocabulary to 
READI Reference Data Library (RDL)

• ISO/IEC 81346-1 provides concepts for 
READI RDL

• The SCD format give precise requirements

• ISO/IEC 81346 O&G provides a flexible asset 
breakdown structures

• READI RDL provides standard vocabularies

• The READI RDL provides structure to 
organisation of facility data which enable 
automated data flow and extended 
automation of data processing

Presenter
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In addition to developing methodology, framework, and model, READI supports the digitalization of the NORSOK standards Z-001 and Z-018 that relate to documentation requirements.-end-
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